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Marketing, Conservation and
Historic Sites' the United States
United
HELEN TEMPLE
There is a growing tendency in America for archaeologists to market and peddle their an~h(w()/oRu,'al
product to an awakening public, which is respondinR by taking an active role in all aSjt7e,cls
conserving archaeological resources, Helen Temple,
with the New
Department of Environment and Planning, discusses some of her ()h"O'Vllnrtu)n,
in the United States ofAmerica and England, gathered while on a Churchill f.,' r/(),,,d'in In
also dl:,cusses various ways in which archaeological sites can be conserved in-situ and lni'er'Dret,?d,
Conservation in Australia is relatively new and the public, both informed and lay, less kno}\)/edg,ea,fJ/e
and therefore less concerned about Australia's archaeological heritage, AI"cf;rae'%glclllnro:f!rilmnu?s
must become more publicly oriented if this trend is to be altered. While the American
examples may not all be direct~v applicable, we should heed their efforts and
experience,
OI

INTRODUCTION
When I visited the United States and the United Kingdom in
1985, my terms of reference were very particular. I was
interested in current methods of conserving archaeological
sites and in ways of displaying and interpreting them, I was
interested in the end products, Further, I was curious about
the co-existence of archaeology and development. As a public
archaeologist within a conservation organisation, my perspective must be to see historic sites as one part of the
cultural and natural environment, and I am concerned to see
historic sites serve a public as well as an academic purpose,
In the absence of any traditional private patronage, archaeology in Australia has until recently been fostered mostly by
universities,' The interested amateur has been discouraged
from playing anything more than a backseat role, Australian
archaeolol,'Y does not yet have an organised public face and
therefore has little organised public support. This is most
unfortunate because archaeological sites, historic places and
natural areas have an important role to play in public education,
People learn more and enjoy learning more, if they can relate
learning to things and places, including the by-products of
archaeological research,
There is a deep psychological need in society to conserve
aspects of its cultural heritage and this need is apparently
strengthening as the rate of change accelerates, In maintaining
historic and prehistoric sites, we are not only conserving
research data bases, but are maintaining some cultural anchors,
If archaeology in this country is seen as a costly and narcissistic
that it is because we have failed to
discipline, then I
i2cnerate a
advertising and marketing campaign,
I was impressed by the public orientation of archaeology
and history in America and Britain, Cultural history is a
public chattel. If we keep monuments, they are kept for the
people and without public support for this action at grass
be battling
roots level, the conservation movement will
uphill, In this respect there is a major difference between the
average American and the average Australian, Americans
and equally
are proud of the history that made America
proud of the products of that
conservation
citizen groups such as
movement is 1SO vears old, started

the Mount Vernon Ladies Association. who
in 1858
famous
to keep in public hands
were
house, Mt Vernon,' They were
the first conscious beginning of
that is now a
powerful lobby group in the United States, a
crosses all political persuasions and many SOi:l0-ec:orlormc
boundaries. This conservation lobby
is
with
considerable success, to ride the
system and market
its processes and products,
In this paper I concentrate on two
marketing of archaeology and (iil ill
site interpretation,

MARKETING
American cultural history and its trappings have been successfully marketed over a number of generations by poets, songsters
and movie directors, A very simple historical
can be
Motherdrawn from Boston, Massachusetts, the home
goose, Paul Revere, Samuel Adams, the famous
and the Boston Red Sox, Revere was a skilled silversmith. a
pioneer in early dentistry (who incidentally made
Washington's false teeth), but he is known for a horse
that he may never have made. to warn American revolutionary
troops of imminent British advances, Revere was immortalised
in Longfellow'S poem, 'The Midnight Ride', because his name
rhymed appropriately and he has
been almost
has become
deified by American folklore, The Revere
inextricably entwined in the history of America's me1e!)erlli<:nc:e
movement and is one of Boston's most marketed commodities,
in mind, it is worth
With such
specifically arc:h3IeO,lol?lcal exarnpJles,
This a picturesque seventeenth and eieshteentJh-c:en,tury
port that was once the elegant capital of
State of M;ll}'lalnd,
The historic ccntre of Annapolis was saved from the
of the 1960s by a private conservation or:sal1is:lti',)n,
Historic
which still
promotes the
museum.

J

Ar'chael:Jlc'gyin Annapolis' is a research programme directed
from the University of Maryland and
by the University and Historic Annapolis Incorporated. Leone's team has developed a research design for
whole town, into which each archaeological project fits. 3
Each of these
has a
face
1), The dig
sites
and
are used to attract

support.

Fig,
The illuminated remains of a Roman house l~v the side of an
Dame de Paris, This
ancient road, beneath the fore court
now part of an exemplw)' 'museum
Fig 4: A section of London Wall stands adjacent to a modern
building

virtually no French language. The success of this site relies
on the extensive remains, up to metres high in some areas,
and on the use of shadow and light to heighten the sense of
drama
3).
Another successful example of in-situ conservation, on a
small scale, is the site of the glass works at Jamestown,
Virginia, in America. The archaeological remains are retained
within a modern building (of unfortunate design which has
similarities with a public lavatory). The excavated footings of
the kiln are to be seen in tandem with the recreated glass
works nearby. This is operated commercially although
producing
in the traditional manner.
Archaeological remains within an open
Archaeological remains may also be nr,>«'n,p(1 in an open
setting. As such they may be silent reminders of a nation's
a backdrop for modern construction, or they may be
expl,Dited for their own aesthetic effect: the romance of ruins.
is London
An example of conservation in an open
Wall, a silent sentry that still guards the remains of ancient
London (Fig. 4). Unfortunately exposure to the twentieth
century chemical-filled atmosphere accelerates deterioration.
Essential conservation work
thirty years,
of the
The wall
results in a
core is not beautifuL
because of its cultural
significance.
Interactive dis;j)lln's
Archaeol<)gical displays can be made to be interactive between
site and audience, This can occur in several wavs. For
instance, the
programme may invo!v~
6

Sunday luncheon at Godlah Spray Tobacco PlantatIon 5t
actors relIve scenes of everyday !lfe for the
at thIs open-aIr museum.
rel7reser1lirlfJ Benjamin Franklin house, has
in the absence of
site to
the spatIal dimensions of the house.

That is. where the visitor is
with actors
the
on the basis
and
hl~;tori(:al research.
visitors are
to ask
of the site on display.
questiOlls about the times and
good American
this approach is St Marie's
Citty, an open-air museum in southern Maryland. Displays
Tobacco Plantation, which has been
include Godiah
recreated and is
in the traditional manner of a seven5). The British confarm of this type
concerned with the
Portsmouth.
servation
is also an
of a different kind. Henry vnI's
flagship has been
from the seabed and the public is
welcomed into what is virtually an enormous conservation
laboratory, to
the hulk as the 24-hour sprays wash the salt
from its timbers.
who

Alrcillu~olol!:jc:al reconstruction

an:h~le()I()gH:al (1!spl,lys can involve a combination of
in-situ conservation and reconstruction. An
of this
can be
at Fishbourne, in the south of
where a
as a site
huge late Romano-British villa has been
museum.
bccause of the
mosaic floors
remains of the villa
which decorate most of the rooms.
are housed within
within which a
w2l1kway has been
the museum is
with the
instead of
There is no concept of the
of the
the
does not attempt to
structure or an ul1ld<~rstaJlding
rdatil)ushijls of the rooms. The
nnc"pntf~d
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a model of in-situ conservation. This must be qualified. To
combat the
of damp and deterioration caused
n~rnlarl~llt exposure. parts of the Roman structure have been
and re-set in a new, hard-mortar mix. Those parts of the
structure which have not been so treated are in an advanced
state of
A rather
example of this sort of approach comes
from America: Franklin Court, the site of Benjamin Franklin's
house in Philadelphia. Franklin built his house behind a
double row of terrace houses, accessible through a carriageway from the street. After this death. his relations demolished
the house. and the
became a through road with
buildings on either side.
years ago, the American
National Parks Service decided to create a memorial to this
statesman and scientist. Knowing virtually nothing of
house's
the
space of the n;',nnPTJv
was
and the
remains nn"sf,rvp!i
situ with parts selected for
museum celebrating
Franklin's life was sunk into the ground and a 'ghost' frame
erected
architect Robert Venturi, to suggest the dimensions
and
of the house. ll It is now one of the tourist drawof Philadelphia
6),

CONCLUSION
In conclusion. it is worth drawing together some of the points
that have been raised.

1. In-situ conservation
In-situ materials conservation has special problems faced by
archaeologists and conservationists internationally and which
have been the subject of two ICCROM conferences. These
problems must be solved. particularly if archaeological sites
are to be incorporated into public interpretation displays.
The alternative is to live with the fact that by exposing
remains we are
their decay. Certainly, it is no
longer enough just to study archaeological sites behind closed
doors, in order to produce information for a limited and
specialist audience.
2. Public
programmes
With regard to public
one reason for the development of the American east-coast programmes may stem from
a basic characteristic of the United States of An1erica. V.fest
of the Mississippi a
high proportion of land 170-80 per
cent) is in public ownership and therefore protected to some
extent by the Federal preservation laws. The east coast, on
the other hand, has a much higher proportion of private land
and the Federal laws offer far less protection for archaeological
sites and historic places.
a result. scholars and lobby
groups have developed other devices.
3. Problems
In this paper I have waved the banner for some aspects of
American historic site interpretation and conservation. However. all is not to be admired. Legislation in the United States
is far less effective in protecting archaeological sites on private
land than in New South Wales where I work. In America.
unless a development
Federal funding, needs landzone
or affects public property,
frequently battle in vain for time to
advance of development. If successful.
UlnrL-imu with an inadequate budget and time

Most investigative work is done under contract through the
Environmental Impact Assessment system. Even the most
sophisticated 'high-tech' consultant teams. like that of Dr Joel
Grossman in Manhattan, produce reports called irreverently
matter'
the Federal Department of Interior. These
are not even reproduced for major research libraries. These
contracts allow only for minimal analysis and the artefacts
may lie for years awaiting more detailed study or comparative
analysis
academic research teams. There are few legal
repositories for archaeological artefacts and in Manhattan,
for example, material from the stadt huys excavation lies
partly in Colombia University and partly in archaeologists'
basements and
This is an all-too-familiar scenario,
Nevertheless, I
that archaeological programmes,
whether undertaken
government, universities or private
contractors, should learn from the United States models and
develop a strong and conspicuous public orientation. That is.
involving and being directed towards the people.
The long-term results of such an approach are various.
First, voluntary public participation will significantly reduce
the cost of investigations. Second, it will contribute to a
general raising of consciousness for environmental conservation as a whole. Third, it may lead directly to a public
support for archaeological research and an insistence that
archaeological data is either conserved or adequately
studied.
It is clear that only the encouragement of concern at a
local level will effectively protect the vast majority of archaeological sites.

NOTES
The National Parks and Wildlife Act. 1974, the Heritage Act.
1977, the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act. 1975.
1979 and 1985. have all contributed towards the growth of
public archaeology in New South Wales. In response to government legislation, archaeological surveys, investigations and con'
servation programmes have been undertaken by private development companies and public authorities, under the watchful gaze
of government conservation staff. This has been running parallel
with continuing work by academic institutions.
2.

The Mount Vernon Ladies Association of the Union of Mount
Vernon. Virginia. 1974, Mount Vernon: An illustrated handbook,
Judd & Detweiler:

3.

Verbal advice from Parker Potter. who is the only permanent

4.

This is the Calvert House, located on State Circle. Annapolis.

5.

William Paca's colonial garden. Southern Living. May 1984,
reprint and verbal advice from 5t Clair Wright. Historic Annapolis
Inc.

6.

Cressy. P. J. &
urban archaeology.

full-tin1e

of 'Archaeology in Annapolis',

J. F. 1984. The city-site approach to

olurban America: The search
f(Jr pattern and process. Academic Press: 41-61.

Verbal advice from Ms Elizabeth Anderson-Comer. Director of
the Baltimore Centre for Urban Archaeology.
8.

Verbal advice from Peter Addyman, Director of the York
Archaeological Trust for Excavation and Research Ltd.

9.

First Government House Site in Sydney is a major initiative by
the New South Wales Government. Begun in 1981 as a rescue
excavation. a commitment has now been made to retain and
commemorate the site.

10. This excavation project has been encapsulated in Noel Hume. I.
1983. !'vfartin:\ Hundred. Alfred A. Knopf. New York.
11.

Verbal advice from Denise Scott'Brown. Partner. Venturi, Rauch
& Scott-Brown Architects.

